
Spring Force Energized 
Cable Seals

High performance elastomer seals are spring-energized 
to prevent movement during cycling and to prevent 
leakage at low pressures

Fully Constrained Cable 
Seals

Metal-encapsulated cable seals are used to prevent 
URD phenomena. This design eliminates unconstrained 
rubber damage.

Interlocked Steel Conduit Easier and more professional installation of cable 
break-outs.

Crimp-free Contacts Eliminates crimp-error risks, and provides pull out 
resistance which exceeds standard crimping.

Electrical 5 kV, 160 A

Temperature 300 °F (149 °C) 

Pressure 5,000 psi

Dimensions

Splice Tube Diameter     1⅛ inch (29 mm)

Splice Tube Length 8¼ inch (210 mm)

Break-out Size 3 inch ( 76 mm) x 1.4 inch (36 mm) typical

Break-out Length 8½  inch ( 216 mm) typical
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Tri-Lok ™ Packer Penetrator 
Improved Sealing to ESP Cables

Tri-Lok™ Packer Penetrator 

Ideal solution for harshest environments

Improved Cable Protection with new Break-outs
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Specification Chart

Providing reliable cable conductor protection when armor and jacketing are removed 
is a challenge for most downhole cable terminations. The new Tri-Lok Packer 
Penetrator includes improved cable break-out hardware, where insulated conductors 
are mechanically protected with interlocked cable armor featuring excellent crush 
resistance and superb protection from pull forces. 

Round cable breakout

Flat cable breakout

Contact your BIW representative to find out about complimentary access to the BIW Learning Center.

This newest generation Tri-Lok Packer Penetrator is suitable for casing 
sizes as small as 5 ½-inches in the harshest downhole environments. 
Improved ESP cable seals have unmatched reliability and longevity. 
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Tri-Lok Packer Penetrator

Metal-to-Metal Seal Fittings 

-Provide optimized sealing to the Packer
-May be installed above or below the Packer
-May be pressure tested with optional adapters

All primary seals are fully backed up with O-rings

Proven Splice Tube Technology 

-Provides sealing to all types of ESP cables
-Spring energized cables seals seal reliably under 
pressure cycling conditions
-Full metal encapsulation of seals prevents damage 
from harsh environment

Steel 2205 Duplex Penetrator Tubes may be 
supplied in any length up to 10 feet.

3:1 Cross-over Adapter is optionally available to pass 
penetrator tubes through a single secondary bore in 
the packer.

Fully compatible with metal-encapsulated Motor Lead 
Extension cables, with optional hardware.

Three feedthrus 
in 3:1 crossover 
adapter
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